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Light up shirts have changed the way people used to dress up for parties or night outs. These
amazing attires come in more than one options and are highly eligible to make your parties shinier
than ever. These tee-shirts are sound activated so you can actually wear your light & sound
precisely. The lighting that you see on the front on these tee-shirts is generally an electro-
luminescent (EL) panel. The battery hides itself is a secret pocket inside the shirt.

Light up shirt can be obtained in more than one color as well as more than one style & patter.
Renowned makers offer them in different sizes. Most of them offer customized versions as well,
where you can add your favorite patterns on the tee. Imagine an equalizer shirt  having your own
cartoonized face blinking along with your favorite tune. These shirts also carry an on/off button
giving you the flexibility to & off turn on the light & sounds features whenever necessary.

One such light up shirt can be your best attire for the next night hangout, party or concerts you are
planning to attend. You can get a customized light up shirt depending upon the theme of the
gathering you wish to attend. Light up shirts are re-usable and washable as well. Before washing
one just have to remove the EL panel and the attached battery which get removed easily. 90%
washable cotton is used in making one such equalizer shirt to give the best comfort and longevity. 

Finding the one that will suite you perfect is not an issue. These shirts are available online. Buying
online is a preferred option these days. You can compare the prices and opt for the best deal
available. But make sure you purchase one such product from famous online dealers which will
higher your chances to get a hold on genuine products at lowest price possible. You can Google a
bit or can try reliable web stores like gadgets-n-gizmos.com to get the best thing available according
to your preferences. The website extends a huge assortment of equalizer shirts coming in different
colors, sizes and offering endless light up panel choices to choose from.
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For further information on  a equalizer shirt and  a light up shirt please visit http://www.gadgets-n-
gizmos.com
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